The Performance of A Personal Sound Zone System with Generic and Individualized Binaural Room Transfer Functions
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ABSTRACT

The performance of a two-listener personal sound zone (PSZ) system consisting of eight frontal mid-range loudspeakers in a listening room was evaluated for the case where the PSZ filters were designed with the individualized BRTFs of a human listener, and compared to the case where the filters were designed using the generic BRTFs of a dummy head. The PSZ filters were designed using the pressure matching method and the PSZ performance was quantified in terms of measured Acoustic Contrast (AC) and robustness against slight head misalignments. It was found that, compared to the generic PSZ filters, the individualized ones significantly improve AC at all frequencies (200-7000 Hz) by an average of 5.3 dB and a maximum of 9.4 dB, but are less robust against head misalignments above 2 kHz with a maximum degradation of 3.6 dB in average AC. Even with this degradation, the AC spectrum of the individualized filters remains above that of their generic counterparts. Furthermore, using generic BRTFs for one listener was found to be enough to degrade the AC for both listeners, implicating a coupling effect between the listeners’ BRTFs.

1 Introduction

Personal sound zone (PSZ) [1] (or personal audio) reproduction aims to deliver, using loudspeakers, individual audio programs to multiple listeners in the same physical space with minimum audio-on-audio interference between programs. For a particular audio program, two listening zones are usually generated, one “bright” zone (BZ) where the target program is rendered, and one “dark” zone (DZ) where the sound pressure level corresponding to the program is minimized. By the principle of superposition, the BZ for one program is also at the same time the DZ for the other program, and vice versa. In order to minimize the sound pressure level in DZ while preserving the audio quality in BZ, the Pressure Matching (PM) method [2] is usually applied, which involves specifying the target pressure at control points in both zones and minimizing the $l^2$-norm errors between the target pressure and the actual pressure generated by loudspeakers. In recent research, the PM method has been modified to better address the trade-off between resulting audio quality and acoustic isolation [3, 4], as well as other constraints such as filter response [5] and choice of control points [6]. While the PM formulation is usually cast in the frequency domain [3, 4, 6, 5], it has also been adapted to time-domain problems [7, 8, 9].

Due to the nature of inverse filtering, the performance
of a PSZ system based on PM heavily relies on the accuracy of acoustic transfer functions (TFs) used for designing the filter (referred to as setup TFs in the paper). If mismatch exists between the setup TFs and those during the final evaluation (referred to as playback TFs), the system performance, such as cancelation of interfering audio in DZ, is expected to be degraded. There are many factors that can potentially contribute to such TF mismatches, and previous studies have examined the effects of mismatched sound speed [10], loudspeaker/microphone positions [1, 10, 11, 12], electro-acoustic responses of loudspeakers [12], and the existence of background noise [13]. In the context of automotive audio, which is one of the most common scenarios for PSZ applications, additional factors such as varying ambient temperature [14], number of passengers [15], and seat positions [16] are also investigated.

While some aspects of PSZ systems can be evaluated with free-field or dummy head microphones [5, 15, 16, 17], the ultimate performance of such systems is best studied with actual listeners located in desired positions, often called sweet spots. If the system is designed with setup TFs different from those of an actual listener, the TF mismatch may result in degraded performance perceived by the listener. In Ref. [18], around 10 dB of Acoustic Contrast was measured with actual listeners, which is considered poor performance as the required non-distracting audio interference level is shown to be above 20 dB [19].

The importance of using individualized Head-Related Transfer Functions (HRTFs) has been well recognized in other spatial audio applications and validated mainly in terms of localization accuracy [20, 21]. For instance, in binaural audio reproduction with loudspeakers using crosstalk cancellation, which is conceptually closely-related to PSZ reproduction [10] and often utilizes the same inverse filtering methods, such effects have also been studied [22, 23] for localization performance. While the research on crosstalk cancellation has shown benefits of HRTF individualization [22, 23], the evaluation metrics are different from those for PSZ systems, and different level of thresholds are observed [19]. Moreover, a PSZ system differs from a typical crosstalk cancellation system in two other aspects: 1) more loudspeakers are required, increasing the variability of TFs for a mismatched individual; and 2) multiple listeners are present, leading to possible coupling effects between listeners’ HRTFs, especially in the near field. In this paper, the effects of HRTF individualization on PSZ reproduction were experimentally evaluated in terms of 1) frequency-domain Acoustic Contrast (AC) [10] and 2) robustness against slight head misalignments, with a system consisting of a horizontal array of eight frontal loudspeakers in a typical listening room, and the reproduction is limited to zones at the listeners’ ears (like in Ref. [5, 15, 16], as opposed to larger zones in Ref. [3, 4, 6, 7, 8]). The Binaural Room Transfer Functions (BRTFs), which consist of HRTFs convolved with room responses, of both a dummy head and a human listener were measured with binaural microphones, and then used as setup TFs to generate generic and individualized PSZ filters.

The performance evaluation was conducted with a setup of a human listener and a reference dummy head in two zones, with two sound zone configurations assigning DZ to each zone separately. For each configuration, both generic and individualized filters were evaluated. The frequency range of interest was chosen as 200 - 7000 Hz due to the working range of the loudspeaker units. Two cases were considered to evaluate both aspects of PSZ performance: one in situ case, where the listener stays at the same position for both the capture and the reproduction of the individualized filters; and one ex situ case, where the listener is instructed to leave the seat and reposition his head approximately in the sweet spot where the setup BRTFs have been measured.

2 Methods for PSZ Filter Generation

We consider a PSZ system for two listeners in two zones, having an array of L loudspeakers and M control points in total. In the frequency domain, each loudspeaker l has a complex gain of \( g_l(\omega), l = 1, \cdots, L \), and the resulting sound pressure at each control point \( m \) is \( p_m(\omega), m = 1, \cdots, M \). In our particular system, the control points are defined right at the ear positions, therefore \( M = 4 \), for two listeners. The TF corresponding to the loudspeaker \( l \) and the control point \( m \) is denoted as \( H_{ml} \), which, in matrix form is

\[
p = H \cdot g,
\]

where \( p = [p_1, \cdots, p_M]^T \in \mathbb{C}^{M \times 1}, H = (H_{ml}) \in \mathbb{C}^{M \times L} \), and \( g = [g_1, \cdots, g_L]^T \in \mathbb{C}^{L \times 1} \). All quantities are implicitly dependent on the frequency \( \omega \).
2.1 Pressure Matching Method

In the PM method [2], given the specified target pressure $p_T$ at the control points in BZ and DZ, the least-square cost function $J$ is constructed as

$$ J = \|p - p_T\|^2 = \|Hg - p_T\|^2, \quad (2) $$

and by minimizing $J$, the optimal loudspeaker gains $g^*$ are given by

$$ g^* = (H^H H + \beta I)^{-1} H^H p_T, \quad (3) $$

where the $(\cdot)^H$ denotes taking the conjugate transpose. It should be noted that this form of solution only applies to overdetermined problems where $L < M$.

2.2 Optimal Filter Design

In most practical implementations, regularization is applied to the solution in Eq. 3 in order to improve both the numerical stability and the robustness against potential TF mismatches. Regularization consists of adding the loudspeaker energy term $\|g\|^2$ to Eq. 2 as an additional cost with weighting $\beta$, yielding the modified optimal solution

$$ \hat{g}^* = (H^H H + \beta I)^{-1} H^H p_T, \quad (4) $$

where $\beta$ is often referred to as the regularization parameter and $I$ is the identity matrix. Coleman et al. [10] showed that the regularization parameter greatly affects the robustness performance, and it is also strongly frequency-dependent. However, as the type of TF mismatch considered in this paper is directly related to actual listeners and is difficult to be simulated, it would be time-consuming to find the optimal $\beta$ through numerous measurements. Instead, we adopt a probabilistic approach similar to that used in Ref. [13], by assuming each TF as an independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random variable and minimizing the expected cost. More specifically, the TF $H_{ml}$ is modeled as

$$ H_{ml} = A_{ml} e^{\phi_{ml}}, \quad (5) $$

$$ A_{ml} \sim N(\hat{A}_{ml}, \sigma^2_{A_{ml}}), \quad (6) $$

$$ \phi_{ml} \sim N(\hat{\phi}_{ml}, \sigma^2_{\phi_{ml}}), \quad (7) $$

where $A_{ml}$ and $\phi_{ml}$ denote the amplitude and phase of the TF, $N(\cdot, \cdot)$ denotes the normal distribution, and the hat symbol and $\sigma$ denote the mean and standard deviation. The corresponding cost function is expressed as

$$ J_{\text{prob}} = \mathbb{E}\{Hg - p_T\}, \quad (8) $$

where $\mathbb{E}\{\cdot\}$ denotes taking the expectation, and $H$ contains all the random variables $H_{ml}$. Its closed-form optimal solution is given by

$$ \hat{g}_{\text{prob}}^* = (\hat{H}^H \hat{H} + \Sigma_m)^{-1} \hat{H}^H p_T, \quad (9) $$

where $\hat{H}$ contains all the expected values of $H_{ml}$, and $\Sigma_m$ is expressed as

$$ \Sigma_m = \text{diag}\{\sigma^2_{A_{ml1}}, \cdots, \sigma^2_{A_{mlM}}\}. \quad (10) $$

It should be noted that only the standard deviation of the amplitude is included in the expression, therefore it is sufficient to only consider the amplitude variation in obtaining optimal loudspeaker gains. In Ref. [13], the variance is obtained through bayesian inference, while here, we determine the variance empirically from multiple TF measurements.

3 Experimental Evaluation

The evaluation experiment was conducted with a PSZ system built in a typical listening room ($RT_{60} \approx 0.2s$). As no subjective evaluation is included within the scope of this paper, all BRTF measurements were taken with a single listener (male, 25 years old).

3.1 System Setup

The testing system, shown in Fig. 1, is composed of an 8-unit linear, horizontal loudspeaker array working in mid-range (two 16-unit linear tweeter loudspeaker arrays working shown in the figure were not used for the study). Two Brüel & Kjær Head and Torso Simulators (HATS, Type 4100) are used as the dummy heads (with the built-in microphones removed), and two pairs of in-ear binaural microphones (Theoretica Applied Physics BACCH-BM Pro) are calibrated and used for measuring the BRTFs of both the human listener and the dummy head. The listener’s head position is tracked using a infrared depth sensor (Intel RealSense D415), and both the head displacement (in XYZ coordinates) and orientation (pitch/yaw/roll) are displayed in real time on a tablet screen to help the listener maintain the head position during the measurement. The listener and the dummy head are approximately 1 meter away from the loudspeaker array.

3.2 Methodology

The evaluation experiment was conducted in a typical listening room ($RT_{60} \approx 0.2s$). As no subjective evaluation is included within the scope of this paper, all BRTF measurements were taken with a single listener (male, 25 years old).

The testing system, shown in Fig. 1, is composed of an 8-unit linear, horizontal loudspeaker array working in mid-range (two 16-unit linear tweeter loudspeaker arrays working shown in the figure were not used for the study). Two Brüel & Kjær Head and Torso Simulators (HATS, Type 4100) are used as the dummy heads (with the built-in microphones removed), and two pairs of in-ear binaural microphones (Theoretica Applied Physics BACCH-BM Pro) are calibrated and used for measuring the BRTFs of both the human listener and the dummy head. The listener’s head position is tracked using a infrared depth sensor (Intel RealSense D415), and both the head displacement (in XYZ coordinates) and orientation (pitch/yaw/roll) are displayed in real time on a tablet screen to help the listener maintain the head position during the measurement. The listener and the dummy head are approximately 1 meter away from the loudspeaker array.
All the BRTFs are measured using a series of exponential sine sweeps [24] at 48 kHz sampling frequency, with each sweep having a duration of 2 seconds. For PSZ filter design, the corresponding impulse responses are truncated to the first 2048 samples with a Tukey window ($R = 0.05$). All filter impulse responses are centered and similarly truncated to 4096 samples before being exported. For evaluation, the measured impulse responses are truncated to the first 8192 samples.

### 3.2 Experimental Design

Our focus is to study the influence of mismatch in the BRTFs of a single listener. As there are usually two listeners involved in the system, only one of them (right in the figure) is always the HATS as reference, while the other is interchanged from the HATS to the human listener. For the human-HATS setup, two sound zone configurations (SZCs) are considered:

1) The human listener in $DZ$ and the reference HATS in $BZ$;

2) The human listener in $BZ$ and the reference HATS in $DZ$.

Within each sound zone configuration, two filters are evaluated:

a) Generic Filter: The filter generated with the setup BRTFs measured from the two HATS;

b) Individualized Filter: The filter generated with the setup BRTFs measured from the human listener and the reference HATS.

To generate PSZ filters, the target pressure in $BZ$ is chosen as the responses (truncated to first 2048 samples) at two ears when a stereo pair of loudspeakers (for the listener it is the first and fourth loudspeakers from the left, and for the HATS it is the fifth and eighth loudspeakers) are driven in phase, and the target pressure in $DZ$ is set to zero. To determine the variance matrix in Eq. 9, the BRTFs are measured consecutively 20 times for the human-HATS case. For each measurement, the listener is instructed to leave the seat, reposition himself at the origin, and re-wear the binaural microphones, in order to generate PSZ filters that are robust to slight head movements. Then, the variance matrix is assembled by taking the empirical variance of this set of BRTFs.

The procedures of the experiment are explained as follows:

**System calibration and filter preparation.** First, the system is calibrated by placing two HATS at the specified geometry center and setting the XYZ coordinates in the head-tracking display to zero. After a 4-by-8 matrix of BRTFs for the two HATS is measured, the left HATS is removed and replaced by the human listener. Then, the BRTFs for the human-HATS setup are measured consecutively for 20 times to determine the variance matrix in Eq. 9. The generic filters for the HATS-HATS setup are generated based on the derived variance matrix.

**In situ measurement.** The BRTFs for the human listener and the reference HATS are measured. Then, the filters corresponding to this set of setup BRTFs are generated offline and loaded in the rendering program. Then, with the listener remaining at the same position (in situ), two sets of overall TFs (BRTFs convolved with generated PSZ filters) are measured corresponding to the two filter configurations $a$, $b$, and each includes two filters for SZC 1 and SCZ 2. This way the setup and playback BRTFs can be assumed to be near-identical, and the individualized filters are expected to achieve the best performance.

**Ex situ measurement.** To evaluate the robustness of the individualized filter against possible head misalignments, 10 additional measurements of the overall TFs...
are taken. The generic filters and the individualized filters generated from the *in situ* measurement are used. The listener is asked to leave the seat and center his head to the specified origin before the next measurement.

During each measurement, the listener is instructed to remain still around the specified origin until the measurement is finished. In practice, however, as no external supporting device is used, it is difficult for the listener to keep his head at the exact same position. Therefore, a range of maximum allowable head displacement/rotation is specified (displacement less than 1 cm in either X/Y/Z direction and rotation less than 10 degrees around either axis), beyond which the measurement is aborted and a new one is restarted. The body posture of the listener is not explicitly controlled in the study.

### 3.3 Results

We first examine the differences in measured BRTFs, and then evaluate the filter performance in terms of AC and filter robustness against slight head misalignments. All results shown below are processed with 1/3-octave complex smoothing [25] for better visualization.

#### 3.3.1 BRTF Differences

Fig. 2 shows the magnitude responses (mean and standard deviation) of a few selected BRTFs from the first set of 20 measurements under the human-HATS setup, normalized by those measured under the HATS-HATS setup. The order of indices $m, l$ in $H_{ml}$ is defined such that $m = 1, 4$ correspond to the listener’s left ear and the reference HATS’ right ear, and $l = 1, 8$ correspond to the leftmost and the rightmost loudspeaker (from the perspective of the listener in the figure) in the array. From $|H_{11}|$ and $|H_{18}|$ in the figure, it is clear that the listener’s BRTFs are different from those from the HATS, and the difference increases at higher frequencies. From the plots of $|H_{41}|$ and $|H_{48}|$, we observe changes in the reference HATS’s BRTFs, even though the reference HATS is fixed the whole time. This demonstrates that varying one listener’s BRTFs can also affect that of the other listener, most likely due to the scattering (both reflection and diffraction) of the sound off the hard torso and head of the HATS. This is further corroborated by observing the variation when the loudspeaker is closer to the human listener (comparing $H_{41}$ against $H_{48}$).

#### 3.3.2 PSZ Filter Performance in Best-Case Scenario

The Acoustic Contrast (AC), as the main evaluation metric for PSZ filter performance, represents the ability of cancelling interfering audio in DZ and is defined in Ref. [10] as

$$AC = \frac{g_D H_D^H H_B g}{g_B H_B^H H_D g}, \quad (11)$$

where the variables with subscript D/B denote the submatrices that correspond to DZ/BZ. As the DZ and BZ are interchangeable, they correspond to $m = 1, 2$ and $m = 3, 4$ respectively in SZC 1, and vice versa in SZC 2.

Fig. 3 shows the measured AC for the *in situ* case. The left plot shows a significant increase in AC at all frequencies (200-7000 Hz), especially at higher frequencies starting from 2 kHz, which represents an improvement in interfering audio cancellation when the...
human listener is in $DZ$. The improvement has an average of 5.3 dB and a maximum of 9.4 dB at 2.7 kHz. This enhancement is expected as the playback BRTFs are matched with the setup BRTFs. A similar trend is also observed in the right plot of the figure, where the reference HATS is in $DZ$. Given that the BRTFs are different, this implies that even small changes in playback BRTFs can lead to performance degradation, especially for the BRTFs corresponding to loudspeakers that are further away. A possible explanation is that those loudspeakers have more impact on cancelling the interfering audio, while the closer ones are more responsible for reproducing the target audio. In addition, in the case where the two listeners are close to each other, the best PSZ performance can only be achieved when the BRTFs of both listeners are matched with those used for filter generation.

### 3.3.3 PSZ Filter Robustness

The robustness of both PSZ filters is examined with $AC$ spectra obtained from the $ex$ $situ$ measurements. Fig. 4 shows the range between the minimum and maximum $AC$ from the 10 measurements. As the $AC$ does not necessarily follow a simple normal-like distribution, the mean and standard deviations are less insightful than the best and worst cases. We note that, in both configurations, despite the variation, the individualized filters are still superior to the generic filters at all frequencies.

Given the specified constraints on the head misalignments, the individualized filter is less robust than the generic one for frequencies above 2 kHz in $SZC$ 1, with the average $AC$ reduced by 3.6 dB compared to the $in$ $situ$ case. This suggests that above 2 kHz, where the two shaded areas begin to overlap, the benefits of using individualized filter can vanish easily if the head is slightly moved. In $SZC$ 2, however, both filters show similar robustness as the BRTF variance in the $ex$ $situ$ measurements is minor for the other listener.

### 4 Summary and Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we evaluated the performance of a PSZ system using the generic and individualized BRTFs, under the setup of an 8-loudspeaker head-tracked PSZ system for two listeners in a typical listening room. Two sets of BRTFs of a) two dummy heads and b) a human listener and a dummy head were measured, and the corresponding PSZ filters were generated using the PM method, with a statistical design approach for optimal robustness against slight head misalignments. The resulting TFs convolved with different PSZ filters were measured both $in$ $situ$ and $ex$ $situ$, in order to evaluate PSZ performance in terms of $AC$ and robustness against possible head misalignments.

From the $in$ $situ$ measurement, the individualized filters improve the $AC$ at all frequencies between 200 and 7000 Hz when the human listener is in $DZ$ by an average of 5.3 dB and a maximum of 9.4 dB. From the $ex$ $situ$ measurement, although less robust compared to their generic counterparts above 2 kHz, the individualized filters remain superior to the generic ones in terms of measured $AC$. Furthermore, similar findings were also observed when the dummy head is in $DZ$, implicating a great impact on the dark zone sound cancellation for one listener by using mismatched BRTFs for the other listener. However, the filter robustness for the non-targeted listener is not significantly affected.

We emphasize that the results obtained in this paper are based on measurements in a real room. Consequently, the $AC$ level is generally lower than that measured in an anechoic setting (for example, see Ref. [5]), where the degradation due to room reflections is minimized. We also expect more differences between the generic and individualized filters in an anechoic setting. However, the results under realistic listening conditions may be of more practical interest, as they better represent the highest $AC$ level one can achieve in realistic situations.

The evaluation of other commonly-adopted metrics, such as the Array Effort and the Normalized Reproduction Error [5], are not discussed in the paper. Since the generic and individualized filters are generated with the same design method, we expect near-identical performance in Array Effort for both filters. The reproduction errors for the two filters are not comparable as 1) different target pressure is used to design each filter, and 2) the discrepancy between the setup BRTFs (late reverb truncated) and the playback BRTFs would result in large reproduction errors mostly due to phase differences, which are hard to gain much useful insight from. A more suitable metric for evaluating the reproduced audio quality in reverberant conditions is required.

While in our study, only slight head misalignments are represented as uncertainties, the effects of larger head movements can be treated separately as another source of TF mismatch. However, even so, the observed robustness of the individualized filters indicates that it
is almost impractical to retain the best performance at high frequencies. This lack of robustness can be potentially addressed by using beamforming techniques with loudspeaker arrays and/or updating PSZ filters with respect to the tracked head position of the listener. In addition, an accurate head tracking system in 6 degree-of-freedoms is also necessary.

Lastly, despite the significant improvement in AC, subjective evaluation is needed to verify that the measured improvement from the individualized filters is perceptible to a large group of human subjects.
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**Fig. 3:** Measured Acoustic Contrast *(in situ)* for the generic filters (in dashed line) and the individualized filters (in solid line). The left and right plots represent two different sound zone configurations.

**Fig. 4:** Measured Acoustic Contrast *(ex situ)* for the generic filters (dark shading) and the individualized filters (light shading). The shaded area represents the range between the minimum and maximum AC from 10 repositioned measurements. The left and right plots represent two different sound zone configurations.